
Curriculum Intent: English  

Introduction: 

The new Education Inspection Framework (EIF Sept. 2019) includes an enhanced focus on curriculum. This is structured around three 
pillars: 

� Curriculum Intent  

� Curriculum Implementation 

� Curriculum impact  

Al-Ashraf Secondary School for Girls has reviewed its curriculum with a clear focus on addressing and meeting these new demands, 
keeping in mind that the school curriculum is not only the subjects on the timetable; it is the whole experience of education. The 
curriculum firmly underpins the school vision from which a culture and ethos is generated that supports all students within our school. 
We are committed to ensuring that spirituality & morality permeates all sections of the curriculum and that our curriculum is broad 
and balanced in order that the needs of all students are provided for whatever their gifts, talents or abilities. We aim to make provision 
for academic achievement and the spiritual, moral, social, cultural, mental, physical and creative development of our students, in 
addition to preparing them for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of later life. 

Purpose of Study:  

A high-quality English education will help pupils gain a coherent knowledge and understanding of reading and writing 
literature and that of the wider world. It should inspire pupils’ curiosity to know more about the past and the writers 
who we study. Teaching will equip pupils to ask perceptive questions, think critically, weigh evidence, sift arguments, 
and develop perspective and judgement. English helps pupils to understand the rules of spelling, punctuation & 
grammar, and to construct a sentence on a page. Studying Literature helps to sharpen a pupil’s analytical skills. By 
understanding the themes, theories and historical events, pupils are showing that they handle complex ideas, search 



for patterns and interpret information in a wider context. Pupils will also develop their planning and research skills as 
well as gain knowledge of history, culture, philosophy and human behaviour. 

Aims 

English aims to ensure that all pupils: 

� read a wide range of classic literature fluently and with good understanding, and make connections across their 
reading  

�  read in depth, critically and evaluatively, so that they are able to discuss and explain their understanding and 
ideas  

�  develop the habit of reading widely and often   

� appreciate the depth and power of the English literary heritage   

� write accurately, effectively and analytically about their reading, using Standard English   

� acquire and use a wide vocabulary, including the grammatical terminology and other literary and linguistic terms 
they need to criticise and analyse what they read. 

English – Key Stage 3  

Pupils will be taught to:  

� write and read accurately, fluently, effectively and at length for pleasure and information through:  writing for a 
wide range of purposes and audiences, including:  well-structured formal expository and narrative essays, 
stories, scripts, poetry and other imaginative writing  



� consolidate and build on their knowledge of grammar and vocabulary through extending and applying the 
grammatical knowledge, using Standard English confidently in their own writing and speech  

� discuss reading, writing and spoken language with precise and confident use of linguistic and literary 
terminology.  

� know the purpose, audience for and context of the writing and draw on this knowledge to support 
comprehension 

Key Stage 4 

Pupils will be taught to: 

� read a wide range of texts, fluently and with good understanding   

� read critically, and use knowledge gained from wide reading to inform and improve their own writing  

�  write effectively and coherently using Standard English appropriately   

� use grammar correctly, punctuate and spell accurately   

� acquire and apply a wide vocabulary, alongside a knowledge and understanding of grammatical terminology and 
linguistic conventions for reading, writing and spoken language.   

�  listen to and understand spoken language, and use spoken Standard English effectively.  

 



Curriculum Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YEAR  Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1 Summer Term 2 

9 Fiction Unit -  
Stone Cold  
STRAND 1 and 5  
 
Stone Cold by Robert 
Swindells 

STRANDS 2, 4 and 5  
Non-Fiction –  
 
“Mysteries”  
 
(SMSC considerations 
taken into account) 
 

Poetry Unit  
STRAND 1 and 5 

Shakespeare Unit – 
Hamlet  
STRAND 1 and 5  
http://www.lazybeescripts.co.uk 
Abridged script  

Preparation for 
Summer Exams  
STRAND 2, 4 and 5  
 
Creative Writing 
STRAND 3 and 5 

Creative Writing – 
Strand 3 and 5  

10 Macbeth – AO1, AO2 
and AO4. 

Pre-20th Century 
Prose:  
Jane Eyre    
AO1, AO2, AO3  
 

An Inspector Calls   

AO1, AO2 and 
AO3  

 

Language C1 and C2 – 

AO1, AO2, AO4, AO5, AO6.  

“Literacy Through Text” 

Exam Practice –  

Components 1 
and 2  

Summer Exams 
and Year 10 
Revision  

11 COMPONENT 1  
Poetry 
 
(AO1, AO2, AO3) 

COMPONENT 1  

Poetry  

Two weeks – 
speaking and 
Listening – 
component 3  

 

(AO1, AO2, AO3) 

Literature and 
Language 
Revision  

Unseen poetry 
focus  

Syllabus Revision  

Literature and Language  

(AO1, AO2, AO5, AO6) 

Revision and Final 
Exams  

 



 Topic Name  (SMSC considerations will vary, according to the 
subject matter of  the stories used).  

Main Curriculum Focus Big Finish 

YE
AR

 9
 

Reading Fiction – Stone Cold – Robert Swindells  

SMSC/Cultural capital considerations: exploring issues of 
homelessness, responsibility of care towards other, right to life  

Differentiation: by outcome, challenge based written tasks and 
extension work for the most able, modelled responses  

Cross-curricular: links to creative writing and persuasive writing  

 

-Reading to identify facts. 
-Choosing appropriate evidence to 
support an answer. 
-Reading for inference and deduction. 
-Analysing character. 
-Analysing the writer’s use of 
language 
Comparison. 
-PEACE paragraphs  
 

Mid Term – extract question: how is 
language used? Analysis of language.   

Full assessment. (presentation of 
character)  

 

Creative Writing  

SMSC/Cultural capital considerations: opportunities to explore 
writing of different genres, exploring issues through individual 
creative work.  

Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based written tasks and 
extension work for the most able, modelled responses, writing 
templates for the least able  

Cross-curricular: links to persuasive writing and Stone Cold  

-Writing maturely, originally and with 
an impact. 
-Having full control of language and 
technique with clear planning and 
purpose behind choices. 
-Deploying all punctuation, spelling 
and sentence structures correctly; 
evidence of crafting and thoughtful 
design behind every decision. 
 

Mid Term – Creative Writing – 
Complete Short Story – 500 words –  

Full assessment. (Completion of a 
story) 

Poetry  

SMSC/Cultural capital considerations: family and relationships, 
exploring issues of poverty, bullying and mental illness   

Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based written tasks and 
extension work for the most able, modelled responses, writing 
templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular: Link to Shakespeare unit  

6 poems:  
My Last Duchess – Robert Browning  
London – William Blake   
If – Rudyard Kipling  
Cousin Kate – Christina Rosetti  
Medusa – Carol Ann Duffy  
Tich Miller – Wendy Cope  
Stealing – Carol Ann Duffy  
Shakespeare Sonnets -147 and 130 
(introduction to Shakespearian 
Poetry) 

 

Mid Term – How are cities presented 
in London?  

Full assessment – compare 
relationships in Cousin Kate and        
My Last Duchess. 



 Shakespeare Unit – Hamlet  

SMSC/Cultural Capital: issues of family relationships, exploring 
Shakesperian context.   

Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based written tasks and 
extension work for the most able, modelled responses, writing 
templates for the least able 

 

 

Non-Fiction 

SMSC/Cultural Capital: exploring a range of writers and genres, 
covering a range of issues.  

Differentiation:   Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based 
written tasks and extension work for the most able, modelled 
responses, writing templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular: persuasive writing stimuli  

Pupils will study selected scenes 
closely in preparation 
for a GCSE 9-1 style question on their 
summer examination paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading to identify information. 
 Reading to infer information. 
 Giving a personal response based on 
a text. 
 Exploring language choices and 
structure. 
 Writing a narrative or recount text. 
 

Mid Term – how is Ophelia Presented 
in Hamlet?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full assessment – extract question  

Assessments – Summer Exams 

 Persuasive Writing  

SMSC/Cultural Capital:  exploring a range of writers and genres, 
covering a range of issues. 

Differentiation:   Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based 
written tasks and extension work for the most able, modelled 
responses, writing templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular: links to other topics throughout the year  

Respond to works of non-fiction by 
producing an extended piece of work 
which will focus on each individual’s 
area of interest.  

Written piece and spoken 
presentation  

YE
AR

 1
0 Macbeth  

SMSC/Cultural Capital: issues of ambition and loyalty.  

Discussion of plot, character, theme 
and social/political issues will be 

Mid Term Extract Question 

Full assessment – Character 



Differentiation:   Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based 
written tasks and extension work for the most able, modelled 
responses, writing templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular Links: language analysis / GCSE skills across all 
topics.  

undertaken at key points in the play. Presentation 

Jane Eyre:  

SMSC/Cultural Capital: issues of marriage, religion, female 
independence and class.  

Differentiation:   Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based 
written tasks and extension work for the most able, modelled 
responses, writing templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular Links: language analysis / GCSE skills across all 
topics. 

  

-Comprehension /understanding of 
text 
-Analysis of language  
-Essay writing skills  
-Quote retrieval  
-Context 

Mid term assessment – extract 
question 

Full Assessment – presentation of 
character  

An Inspector Calls 

 SMSC/Cultural Capital: exploring the class system, social 
responsibility and historical context (Edwardian England)  

Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based written tasks and 
extension work for the most able, modelled responses, writing 
templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular Links: language analysis / GCSE skills across all 
topics. 

Historical Context  

 Discussion of plot, character, theme 
and social/political issues will be 
undertaken at key points in the play. 

Mid Term Extract Question  

Full Assessment –  

Presentation of The Inspector  

 English Language  

SMSC/Cultural Capital: a range of genres and issues explored 
through extracts/  

Writer’s use of language –  
Comparisons – 
Impressions  
Structure  
Evaluate 

Mid Term – Creative Writing  

Full Assessment – Practice Paper  



Differentiation:  by outcome, challenge based written tasks and 
extension work for the most able, modelled responses, writing 
templates for the least able 

Cross Curricular Links: language analysis / GCSE skills across all 
topics. 

Fiction/ Non-Fiction Writing  
 

 Consolidation – Summer Exams  Practice in responding to 20th 
century fiction texts  
 Practice in responding to 19th and 
21st century non-fiction texts 
Practice creative and 
transactional/persuasive writing. 
 Practice questions on WOTW 
 Practice questions on An Inspector 
Calls   
Practice questions on unseen poetry. 

Summer Exams  

 Review of Year 10  Full year revision  Extract Questions (practice across all 
topics)  

 

YE
AR

 1
1 

War of the Worlds / An Inspector Calls  

 

-Comprehension /understanding of 
text 
- Analysis of language  
- Essay writing skills  
- Quote retrieval  
- Context  
 

Mid-term assessment  

 

Full Assessment  

Poetry Anthology with Speaking and Listening  Poetry- anthology and unseen  
•As Imperceptibly as Grief – Emily 
Dickinson 
• Death of a Naturalist – Seamus 
Heaney 
• Hawk Roosting – Ted Hughes 
• To Autumn – John Keats 
 Excerpt from The Prelude – William 

Mid term assessment –  

presentation of nature in The Prelude  

Full assessment: compare two poems  

 



 

Wordsworth 
Manhunt – Simon Armitage 
(aftermath of conflict) 
 Dulce et Decorum Est – Wilfred 
Owen (1st World War) 
 Mametz Wood – Owen Sheers (1st 
World War) 
 Sonnet 43 – Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning (relationships) 
 As Imperceptibly as Grief – Emily 
Dickinson (nature/love) 
 Cozy Apologia – Rita Dove 
(relationships/natural disaster) 
 Valentine – Carol Ann Duffy 
(relationships) 
 Afternoons – Philip Larkin 
(relationships/time) 
•Unseen Poetry 

Macbeth  Comprehension, textual 
understanding, analysis of language, 
mood and atmosphere 

Essay writing  

Quote retrieval 

Mid term assessment –  

extract – mood and atmosphere?  

Full assessment (character 
presentation throughout play)  

 

 Syllabus Revision  

Literature and Language 

Complete overview of GCSE syllabus  Practice Questions  

 Complete Revision  Final Preparation for Summer Exams  GCSE Summer Exams  


